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Week Commencing 13/04/2020

Science fiction unit continued. There will be a choice/selection of both computer-based work and creative work. I will begin Thursday's session with an audio call to everyone to catch up. All work will be in Class Notebook like 
before.

Maths lessons start on Monday 20th April. Watch out for the meeting invitation and assignments on Monday.

There will be no Drama work set this week as their lesson is on a Monday. However Mrs Jeeves has posted some links to watch some plays and musicals onto the Teams Year 7 Performing Arts page, so feel free to have a look at this 
weeks options. 

There will be no Music work set this week as their lesson is on a Monday. However Mrs Jeeves has posted some links to watch some plays and musicals onto the Teams Year 7 Performing Arts page, so feel free to have a look at this 
weeks options. 

Step by step of further insects: Assignments area. Use the step by step drawing guide to help you to create a Butterfly drawing. 
Create the drawing in the box provided – or if you are unable to print this work, draw a neat presentation box in your sketchbooks/on plain paper and complete your drawing there. please check the worksheet for further 
instructions. please ask questions if you are unsure, or if you would like advice on your progress. we are available for feedback and chats on Tuesday between 10.00-12.00

Subjects

Students need to download instructions for two tasks about combustion from Assignments. There are links to video instructions there. TASK 2 is an experiment using a candle, which they must design. (if the expriment can't be 
carried out, they need to fully descibe what they would do as per instructions). In TASK 3 they are NASA accident investigators and must investigate the Apollo 1 disaster using the materials provided. Both tasks require an hour 
each. Group work if possible is encouraged.  Our online chat sessions are Thursdays at 2pm (for up to 30 mins) but send in messages or questions at anytime. Read the chats for FAQs.  Deadline for the tasks is next Monday.

We are starting a new topic 'Crime'. We will be analysisng crime as a geographical issues. In assignments your aim is to complete the introductory task. This will include reading the provided resources as well as conducting some 
independent research and the submitting them back to me written up. I have set up a questions and answers session at 14:30 on friday afternoon so you can read the task before.

No scheduled lesson this week.

There is a meeting invite for 10.15 on Wednesday morning......All you need to do is click 'join' a few minutes before the meeting time. Year 7 are working on the Class Notebook which will be in your Classwork folder. It is labelled 
with todays date. You should do all the work required and make sure you have competed it all by Monday 20th April. You have 5 little tasks to complete...mainly away from the computer. You are going to have a scavenger hunt 
around the kitchen, make some labels and take some pictures...There will be a group chat at 10.15am to make sure you all understand what you have to do and you can ask questions. I will be available on chat during the 
teaching hours.
Pupils will be following online videos in order to learn how to code using Scratch. Some pupils have used this before, others not, so they will be able to work at their own speed.  Parents may need to help installing the software 
(or to set up an account on the online version). Software is free and safe.  Full instructions will be provided in Teams Assignments.  Deadline Monday. Audio meetings Friday 10.30 (blue group) and 11.00 (green group) - invites 
have been sent.

To learn a language, it is better to do a little bit often than a big chunk once per week. That’s why I have divided your work into three sessions. I will explain the tasks to you during our video tutorial on Wednesday at 11am. In 
the first session you will revise the words for the instruments and the different forms of “spielen” (play), then you will some words for sports. You will also do some Duolingo. In the second session you will learn more words for 
hobbies and activities, using the learning platform “Quizlet”. In the third session you will make a poster showcasing these activities. All instructions are in 3 separate documents under “Assignments”. Each session should take 
approximately 40 minutes. Please hand in all your work by Monday 4pm, I will have it marked by Tuesday 9pm. 


